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Press release 

Vienna, November 16, 2022 

KIWI Lerberg in Norway receives Austrian Green Planet Building® 
Technology Award 
Sustainable building "Made in Austria": supermarket's roof construction reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions 

For the supermarket building of the KIWI chain in Hokksund, Norway, greenhouse gas 
emissions and energy consumption were to be kept as low as possible. KIELSTEG 
Bauelemente supplied the roof construction, which made a significant contribution to 
reducing the building's greenhouse gas emissions. The roof, made of wood and constructed 
using a lightweight system, has an enormously high load-bearing capacity and can thus 
withstand snow and greenery without any problems. Despite this, the building only requires 
one support axis for the roof span of 40 metres. 

The Austrian Green Planet Building® Technology Award honours Austrian companies whose 
technologies significantly support the climate protection and energy efficiency goals of 
Austrian Green Planet Building® (AGPB). 

Energy efficiency and the supply of renewable energy are the focus of Austrian Green Planet 
Building® (AGPB). AGPB transfers the objectives and strict criteria of the national climate 
protection initiative klimaaktiv for the building and real estate industry to an international 
level. The outstanding achievements of Austrian planning offices, consultants, construction 
companies and production plants abroad in the field of sustainable building – Austrian Green 
Planet Building® distinguishes them.  

AGPB is an umbrella brand supported by the Federal Ministry for Climate Protection, 
Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology and AUSSENWIRTSCHAFT 
AUSTRIA. 

  



 

   

The KIWI Lerberg building in Hokksund, Norway receives the Austrian Green Planet 
Building® Technology Award: It sets impulses in terms of ecological responsibility by 
greatly reducing greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption. This is achieved, 
among other things, with the characteristic roof construction with high load-bearing 
capacity. 

Project description, photos, video, factsheet and press release: agpb.at/en/kiwi_lerberg 
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